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Introduction

I aim:

I build a computational model detecting semantic change in
corpora

I benefits:

I test theories empirically on a large scale
I inspire research by detecting new changes

I problem:

I models should be evaluated on a sufficient number of semantic
developments

I there is no reliable test set of semantic change for any language

I solution:

I collect a set of words displaying semantic change in a specific
corpus in an annotation study
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Semantic Change

I semantic innovation creates polysemy (cf. Fritz, 2006, p. 57)

I following Blank (1997, p. 113) we distinguish two types of
semantic change:

innovative meaning change

the emergence of polysemy

reductive meaning change

loss of a fully-established meaning
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Innovative Meaning Change

earlier: Ich wollte reden, er packte mich aber mit starker Faust und
warf mich zur Thüre hinaus...
‘I wanted to talk, but he grabbed me with a strong fist and
kicked me out of the door...’

later: Da erst packte mich die Verzweiflung und mit der Verzweiflung
zugleich unnennbare Wuth.
‘Only then I was hit by desperation and with the desperation
also by undescribable rage.’

later: Der alte Schäferle packte ihn am Arme und rief:
‘The old Schäferle grabbed his arm and shouted:’

I change: to grab > grab; to hit figuratively
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Reductive Meaning Change

earlier: Jhr schindet jhnen die Haut ab vnnd das Fleich von Jhren
Beinen...
‘You skin them and remove the flesh from their legs...’

earlier: Dann es funden sich mehr als fünffhundert Zeugen / welche
hernacher offentlichen wider jhn zeugeten vnd gnugsam
bewiesen / wie er das arme Volck hatte bedranget vnd
geschunden.
‘Then there were more than five hundred witnesses / who later
publicly gave testimony against him and sufficiently proved /
how he had pressured and tortured the poor folk.’

later: Wer sich stundenlang schindet und schwitzt, etwa bei einem
Marathon, verliert Mineralstoffe im Übermaß.
‘Who tortures himself for hours and sweats, as e.g. in a
marathon, loses minerals in abundance.’

I change: to torture; to skin > to torture
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Semantic Proximity

I in the following we adopt Blank (1997)’s view (cf. p. 406–419)

I relies on prototype theory

I distinguishes four degrees of semantic proximity for pairs of
uses:

(i) identity: both uses have same meaning
(ii) context variance: semantically very near, referents belong to

same category
(iii) polysemy: semantically more distant, referents belong to

different category but have semantic relation (similarity,
contiguity...)

(iv) homonymy: semantically very distant, referents belong to
different category and have no semantic relation

I meaning change corresponds to the emergence or reduction of
polysemy

→ leads to up or down movement on proximity scale
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Identity

My arm hurts.

vs.

She grabbed my arm.
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Context Variance

My arm hurts.

vs.

Look at the arm of the statue.
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Polysemy

My arm hurts.

vs.

An arm of the sea.
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Homonymy

My arm hurts.

vs.

The number of men under arms is no longer the decisive
factor in warfare.
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Semantic Proximity in Practice

→ semantic proximity is a continuum with homonymy on one
end, meaning identity on the other and polysemy in between

I various polysemy annotation studies of use pairs on proximity
scales:

I Soares da Silva (1992): semantic relatedness (’0’ = no
semantic relation, ’4’ = high semantic relatedness)

I Brown (2008): semantic relatedness (’1’ = unrelated, ’4’ =
same sense)

I Erk, McCarthy, and Gaylord (2009, 2013): semantic similarity
(’1’ = completely different, ’5’ = identical)
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Example – Polysemization

time period 1

earlier

time period 2

later

2

3

Figure 1: 2-dimensional use spaces in two time periods of a target word
w undergoing polysemization. Dots represent uses of w and lines
represent the semantic proximity of two such uses (measured by the
number written next to it).
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I relatedness:
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Annotation Scale

4: Identical
3: Closely Related
2: Distantly Related
1: Unrelated

0: Cannot decide

Table 1: Four-point Scale of Relatedness derived from Brown (2008,
p. 250).
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Identity

Table 2: rating 4 (Identical).
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Contextual Variance

Table 3: rating 3 (Closely Related).
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Polysemy

Table 4: rating 2 (Distantly Related).
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Homonymy

Table 5: rating 1 (Unrelated).
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